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Emission and compromise-free  
The i4 by AC Schnitzer also electrifies beyond the standard 
 
Elegant, dynamic and emission-free - this is probably the best way to describe the BMW i4. After 
a visit to the workshop of the tuning specialists at AC Schnitzer, further adjectives are now added: 
sporty, tailor-made and individual! 

The petrol engine and exhaust system of the electric vehicle do not allow any tuning, as they are 
simply not present. But that in no way stopped the tuning specialists at AC Schnitzer from 
developing a range for the BMW i4 that nevertheless brings that motorsport feeling to the road. 

The AC Schnitzer spring kits, each lowered by approx. 20 - 25 mm at the front / rear compared to 
the standard suspension, ensure even greater agility and precision in handling due to the lower 
vehicle centre of gravity. 

Power is transmitted directly to the wheel sets, for which AC Schnitzer offers the usual wide 
choice. AC4 Flow Forming wheels in BiColor Silver/Black or Black (front: 8.5J x 20" with 255/35 R 
20 tyres; rear: 9.5J x 20" with 265/35 R 20 tyres) or AC1 BiColor Silver/Anthracite or Anthracite 
alloy wheels in 19 or 20 inch are available. 

The wheel spacers (black anodised aluminium) offered for the front and rear axles for the 
continued use of the standard rims position the wheels 10 mm further out on each side. This 
makes the selected standard rims for the BMW i4 stand out even more. The vehicle looks sportier 
overall and the lateral support is improved. 

The Aachen tuning specialists have also come up with some ideas for the BMW i4 in terms of 
aerodynamics: AC Schnitzer front spoiler elements, front splitter (for vehicles with AC Schnitzer 
front spoiler elements) or front splitters for vehicles without AC Schnitzer front spoiler elements 
and front side wings significantly improve the handling characteristics and ensure optimum driving 
values through increased downforce. 

For even more driving stability and dynamics at the rear, the AC Schnitzer rear roof spoiler, 
carbon rear spoiler and rear side wings can be used. Visually, the AC Schnitzer design package 
for the side (2 elements per side), the rear skirt protection film and the AC Schnitzer stickers (left 
and right) show that the driver of the i4 equipped in this way has not been satisfied with the 
standard equipment. 

After a visit to the tuning workshop, driver and passenger can also look forward to an exceptional 
interior: AC Schnitzer aluminium pedals, aluminium footrest, aluminium cover "Black Line" for i-
Drive System Controller and aluminium keyholder meet the highest demands on design and 
functionality. 

Elegant, dynamic, (motor-)sporty, tailor-made as well as emission- AND individual -. 
The i4 by AC Schnitzer electrifies BMW fans beyond the series! 
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